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INTRODUCTION

The need for controlling construction induced sediment to keep it from entering
the nation's waterways is generally accepted. Efficient means and methods for sediment
control, however, are not simple, and in some cases have not been developed to a high
.degree , A look at the overall picture of sediment control shows two distinct approaches:
(1) Control of er-osion, and (2) interception of errant soil once erosion has taken place.

Obviously erosion control (mainly by vegetation) is the preferred approach. How
ever, during periods of active construction and before 'vegetation is established, erosion
is inevitable, The problem is then to intercept the waterborne sediment produced and con
fine it to the construction area.

According to William M. Smith, County of Fairfax: Public Works, flows below
15 CFS* based on a 10....year rain can be controlled by berms, and straw and brush dams,
which are less expensive than silt ponds or basins. On the other hand flows in excess of
400 CFS (again 'based on the 10-year storm) are too large for the practical design of silt
basins, so efforts should be concentrated on protecting the stream from construction by
placing traps, berms, and barriers along the stream banks, So, in essence, use of the
siltation pond or basin is limited to situations where high flows will range from perhaps
somewhat less than 15 CFS to a maximum of 400 CFS, based on the 10-year storm event.

Finally, this short report will consider only the volume aspects, or trap efficiency,
of the ponds and not the design of the dam, riser pipe, spillway, etc.

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

A brief look at the settling rates of mineral particles in a water suspension shows
that true clay sized particles (less than. 002 millimeters) settle approximately 1 inch in
4 hours; wher-eas, o03-millimeter material will settle 1 inch in 1 minute. Consequently,
it is obvious that we cannot design for the removal of clay or near-colloidal size par-ticles.

* CFS = cubic feetz'second.
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The residence time of the storm water in the pond would have to be in the order of days.
This would require an unreasonably large impoundment and is clearly not pr-actical, The
best we can reasonably hope to trap would be the particles around 003 millimeters and
greater 0 If we could approach this level it would certainly be an outstanding accomplish
merit,

Soil Loss Formulas

The Soil Conservation Service uses soil loss formulas extensively in their design
procedure , A manual titled "Soil Loss Prediction Guide for Construction Sites in Virginia"
has been prepared by the SCS (November 1970) and contains some good information on
erosion rates for the 'various soils throughout the state, The SCS will often compute the
volume of soil they expect will be eroded from a construction site and then design a sedi
ment basin of that same volume, This appears to be a risky method since the volume of
water runoff and trap efficiency are not considered, This practice could lead to both too
high and too low basin volumes in specific cases.

In summary, while soil loss formulas may be of value in many cases, their use
as a fundamental 'basis for the design of silt basin size seems to be unsound,

Runoff and Peak Flow Determinations

A study by Vice, Guy, and Ferguson (1969) on the Scotts Run watershed in northern
Virginia indicated that during highway construction, 99% of the silt load of Scotts Run oc
curred during storm or high water events which prevailed some 3% of the time. This
finding indicates that sediment traps must be designed with periods of high flow in mind,
since these are the periods when suspended sediment is aignificant,

Two of the most common methods for computing peak runoff are: (1) The rational
method, and (2) Cook's method, The rational method involves the equation

Q = CiA

where: Q ~ Peak flow in CFS
C = Coefficient of runoff
i = Rainfall intensity in inches/hr e

A Area in acres

Values for C are determined from Table 1 of the Appendix, Values for i are
determined using Figures 2 and 3 of the Appendix.

While the rational method is very commonly used it does have Hmitations, Cook's
method attempts to overcome these inadequacies by graphing or tabulating more data in
put, Figure 4, taken from the Handbook for Albemarle County (for soil erosion), shows
the factors used in Cook's method, Sample problems using the rational method and Cook's
method are worked out in this appendix,



Capacity/Inflow and Trap Efficiency

A classical paper by Brune (1953) titled "Trap Efficiency of Reservoirs"
includes some very interesting and significant data on the ratio of reservoir capacity
over annual inflow of water. Figure 1 of the Appendix, taken from Br une ' s paper, shows
the percent of sediment trapped VSe the ratio of reservoir capacity/annual inflow. This
method of presenting trap efficiency appear s to "be logical and Brune indicates that the
curve should apply for any size reservoir G

A possible" weakness in this approach may be the lack of sensrtivity to peak flow
intensity. In other words, this curve would yield the same capacity/Inflow ratio whether
the area precipitation would be expected as gentle rains or as intense storm events,

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR THE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

Based on a combination of the background input factor s of published literature,
agency experiences, and our own observations; I would offer the following design
scheme for use in Virgtnia,

Flr st, use the reservoir capacity/inflow curve developed by Brune and shown in
the Appendix as Figure L, Use of this curve requires two things: (1) A decision on
desired trap efficiency (percent of sediment trapped*) and, (2) a computation of the annual
inflow of water (see Figure 5 of the Appendix for annual precipitation in Virginia) s With
this information the r equired capacity of the basin can be easily determined (see example
in Appendix).

After the capacity has been determined in this manner, it is necessary to compute
peak runoff or flow into the basin so that the detention time of the water can be determined,
Thi.s can be done either by the rational method or Cook's method (see Appendix for an
example),

Discussions withW, M. Smith of the Fairfax County Division of Public Works
have indicated that Fairfax designs on the basis of a 10- to 15--minute detention time during
a 10=year storm. I would recommend that the Department design on the basis of a 5-year
storm and a minimum detention period of 15 minutes. With this design, much of the. 03-mm
material could be removed.'

With this in mind, the peak flow computed in CFS from the rational or Cook's method
and based on a 5"'year storm can then be used to determine how long it would take to fill the
basin with incoming water, or how long it would take to displace all of the water in the
basin if it were full" This will be the detention time of the sediment laden water in the
basin,

* Eighty percent might be a logical value here e

=a 3 -
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If this detention time is 15 minutes or longer then use the capacity determined
from Brunets curve , If it is less than 15 minutes, the basin should be enlarged to a
capacity that would detain the incoming waters for a period of 15 minutes,

Finally, it should be pointed out that the performance of the sediment traps is
only as good as the maintenance performed on them, It is urged that basins never be
allowed to become over half filled with sediment, Otherwise, the trap efficiency will
be lowered to an unacceptable level and the design and construction efforts essentially
nullified 0
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APPENDIX

As an example of the use of the method proposed here - assume a 10-acre
watershed, one-half to be denuded by construction and one-half to remain in forest.
The area is moderately steep (slopes 10%) with normally permeable soils, a 36-inch
annual rainfall, and a 5--year storm event. The height {relief) is 50 ft. and the length
(distance) is 2, 000 ft,

First we must compute the annual flow from the area. This is done by finding
the annual rainfall for the area in inches and multiplying it by the average runoff co
efficient" C" (from Table 1) and "by the square feet of total area.

(3 ft.) ( sum of • 5 x .10 and. 5 x .50) (10 x 44, 100) = total annual flow in ft.3

(rainfall) (coefficient of runoff) (areaft~)

(3) (030) (441,000) = 396,800 ft. 3

Using this value for "I" (Brune's annual inflow) and looking at the curve in Figure 1
we get the value . 06 for the fraction C/I that would remove 80% of the sediment, thus

e 06 =: C/198, 450

C (capacity) = 11, 907 ft.
3

Assuming this capacity of 11, 907 ft~, we now compute a 15-minute detention time
for a 5-year storm, This is done by computing the peak flow in CFS by the rational method
and by Cook's method. First, the rational method with i determined using Figures 2 and
3 yields the following:

Q = CiA (In order to determine i, Tc (time of concentration) must
"be found using Figure 2. The Hydraulics people also add
on 5 minutes to Tc as overland accumulation time-giving
16 minutes in this case .)

Q := (sum of • 5 x 0 10 and .5 x .50) (5.0) (10)
(coefficient of runoff) (Intensity)(Area-acres)

Q = (030) (500) (10)

Q ..- 15 CFS

Then we can find the volume of water flowing at 15 CFS for 15 minutes

(15)
(Minutes)

(60)
(Seconds)

(15) _ 3
(CFS) - 13,500 ft.

In this case the 13, 500 ft~ computed by the peak runoff method is slightly higher
than the 11,907 ft;3 computed by Brune's C/I curve. So the basin capacity should be
designed to 13, 500 fto3



If Cookrs method is preferred over the rational method for peak flow computation,
then the procedure explained in Figure 4 is used, Based on the above information the
value for peak flow by Cook's method would work out to be 15057 CFS, a figure very
close to the 15 CFS determined by the rational method,

The following values were used to determine the 15e 57 CFS 'by Cook's method.
USIng the data given in Figure 4 we get:

Relief
Soil infiltration
Vegetal cover
Surface storage

Total

15
10
15
10

50 ~ W (watershed characteristics)

Using watershed characteristics (W) :=: 50 and 10 acres we find a value of 29 CFS
for a 50=year storm event in Figure 4~ This value then is recomputed using the values
in Table 2 for a 5c=year period event (29 CFS x e 61 = 17069 CFS) and again by a shape
factor (Figure 4) based on a length/width ratio of 2/1 (17069 CFS x 088 = 15et 57 CFS) 0

However, since these two methods (the rational method and Cook's method) should
and often do give similar results and since the Department has extensive experience using
the rational method, perhaps this method maybe the preferred one at this time,

TABLE 10 "cn VALU'ES FOR USE IN RATIONAL METHOD OF

ESTIMATING RUNOFF

.TYpe of Surfac.e,

For all watertight roof surfaces
For asphalt run waypavements
For concrete run way pavements
For gravel or macadam pavements

* For impervious soils (heavy)
* For impervious soil.s , with turf
* For al.ightly pervtous soils
* For sfightly pervious soil.s, with turf
* For moderately per-vious soils
* For moderately pervious soils, with turf

C Factor

075 to f)95
080 to 095
070 to .90
et35 to 070
040 to 065
030 to 055
~ 15 to 040
o 10 to .,30
005 to 020
000 to 010

* For slopes from 1% to 2%0



TA··BLE a, FREQUENCY FACTOR TABLE BASED ON VALUE OF

1.00 FOR THE 50-YEAR OCCURRENCE

Frequency of Occurrence Frequency Factor

Once in 100 years <>=c.._~~~c=",",~'-_",",_~~~~~~~~~~~~~...~-a_-a~__ 1.14

Once in 25 years '-~_J~<=...,._=a-_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~_~_~=w 0083

OnceIn 10 years .... .-._ .... _~~.--a.-,.-~~_.-~.-~~_,~~.-~ .-._~_=o...,.___ 0071

Once in 5 years --_.-_-~~--.----.-,-.-.---.-,-.-.----~------ 0.61

...,. 9 =
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.. CHART FOR D£T[R~;lHING PEAK RATES Of R~OFF
BASED ON 50-YEARS FREQUENCY AND RAINFALL FACTOR Of 1.0
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Figure 4. Determination of peak runoff rates. (Taken from Virginia
Engineering Handbook for Work Unit Staff 1962, U. S. D. A.,
ses, Richmond, Virginia. )
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Based on period 1931-55

Iso1ines are drawn throuoh points of approximately equal value. Caution should be used
in interpolatino on these maps, particularly in mountainous areu.

Figure 5. Mean annual precipitation in Virginia, in inches.


